Schönramer Family Brewery
[SHURN-rahm-ur]

A mouthful of great beer.

Alfred Oberlindober is the ninth generation of his family to run their
brewery in the tiny town of Schönram next to the Bavarian mountains.
Since 1780 the Schönramer brewery has perfected its beers and that
tradition has been aptly placed in the hands of an American!, Eric Toft, a
PhD graduate of the renowned University of Weihenstephan.

Schönramer Surtaler Light

ABV 3.4%

Introducing the new champion of Light beer, Schönramer’s
Surtaler Light. Tastes robust like a heavyweight beer but sports
reduced calories. But beware, this is no lightweight beer for
it packs 3.4% alcohol wallop and delivers the sophisticated
taste of 225 years of brewing tradition from the Schönramer
Brewery, outclassing all pretenders.
•

20 btl/case .5ltr UPC: 4 036328 000077

Schönramer Pils

ABV 5.4%

This full-flavored special pils is deceivingly pale in color but
strong in alcohol (5.4%) while being a touch sweet to the palate.
The mouth-watering bouquet comes from our exclusive use of
Aroma Hops that don’t sting the tongue. Our organically farmed
Barke malt is the rarest and most expensive in the world.
•
•
•

20 btl/case .5ltr UPC: 4 036328 000053
20 btl/case .33ltr UPC: 4 036328 000060
30ltr One-Way Kegs

Schönramer Gold

ABV 6.0%

A robust special lager with a slight scent of violet and rose
buds and a touch of sweetness on the finish. Pale gold in
color but strong in alcohol, the Gold is perfect for special occasions. Our regular customers drink it daily, however, and
consider it a true statement of our handmade quality.
•
•

20 btl/case .5ltr UPC: 4 036328 000039
30ltr One-Way Kegs

Schönramer Weiss Beer

ABV 5.6%

With a hint of hazelnuts taste, this special occasion wheat beer is
the first new recipe for more than 225 years at the Schönramer
Brewery. Festweisse is hand-brewed separately in its own tanks
using the best wheat malt available and Hallertauer Hops. Of
course, like all of our beers, we use the open fermentation process that enables us to visually monitor our beers to maximize
nuances of character.
•

20 btl/case .5ltr UPC: 4 036238 000114
www.UpliftersSpirits.com

